Issues - Program List (October 10, 2016)
As required quarterly by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), this Issues and Program List
will identify the programs aired over WETD 90.7 FM, State University of New York, Alfred, NY 14802 over the
preceding quarter (Jan. 1, 2016 – Mar. 31, 2016). In order to fulfill part 73.3527 of Title 47 Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) regarding non-commercial, educational radio stations, WETD 90.7 FM is required by the
Federal Communication Commission (FCC) to submit a Quarterly List reflecting the “licensee’s most significant
programming treatment of community issues”. The Issues – Program List must be filed in the Public Inspection
File each quarter (On January 10th, April 10th, July 10th, and October 10th.)
WETD 90.7 FM is owned by The State University of New York (SUNY). Alfred State College’s (ASC) President,
Dr. Irby (Skip) Sullivan, and the ASC President’s Counsel currently oversee the daily operations of the radio
station. WETD is funded and operated as an ASC Student Senate-funded club.
WETD continues to determine conclusively what current issues are affecting our community, and provide serious
treatment for our listeners within the FCC defined guidelines for Issues and Programming Lists. The WETD
Board of Directors (BOD) work towards this by conducting various campus and local community-wide surveys,
and providing data samples of the most significant issues affecting our listener’s lives. Our WETD leadership
looks at each identified areas from these continuing surveys, and provide need-specific and timely programming
for our listeners.
The main programs on the Issues & Programming list are To the Best of our Knowledge, 51%, A Way With
Words, America's Test Kitchen, On The Money, Legislative Gazette, and Making Contact.
1. Since 1990, To the Best of Our Knowledge has highlighted breakthroughs across disciplines and across
the globe, putting listeners in touch with the men and women at the forefront of their fields. Each week this
program examines some of the issues unique to college campuses, looks at the latest research, and
invites commentary from experts and administrators from all levels of education. The Best of Our
Knowledge is produced by WAMC/Northeast Public Radio's National Productions in Albany, N.Y.
Production support for The Best of Our Knowledge comes from Queen's University in Kingston, Ontario,
Canada.
2. 51% is a weekly half-hour of illuminating features and interviews focusing on issues of particular concern
to women. Host Susan Barnett talks to experts in their field for a wide-ranging, entertaining discussion of
traditional 'women's issues' and other global topics. The program is produced by WAMC/Northeast Public
Radio's National Productions, 318 Central Avenue, Albany NY 12206 in cooperation with Russell Sage
College,Troy, NY.
3. A Way with Words is a lively hour-long public radio show about language, on the air since 1998. Author
Martha Barnette and dictionary editor Grant Barrett take calls about slang, grammar, old sayings, word
origins, regional dialects, family expressions, and speaking and writing well. It is produced by WayWords,
Inc, P.O. Box 632721
San Diego, CA 92163, a CA Non-profit organization. For more info, visit http://www.waywordradio.org.
4. America’s Test Kitchen Radio applies the no-nonsense, first-hand testing approach to the wide world of
food, dining, and cooking—with your voices thrown into the mix for good measure. Each episode features
food and cookware recommendations and in-depth interviews. America’s Test Kitchen Radio with host
Chris Kimball is produced by America's Test Kitchen, 17 Station Street Brookline, MA 02445, and is one of
public radio’s newest weekend anchor programs, distributed by PRX.
5. On The Money with Steve Pomeranz has been educating and counseling investors to make informed
money decisions since 2001. OTM is produced by United Capital Private Wealth Counseling, Boca
Raton, FL, and accepts no commissions, nor do they represent any mutual fund company, money
manager, brokerage firm, bank or insurance company. They sell no product and have no interest in any
investment recommended. For more info, visit http://www.onthemoneyradio.org.
6. Legislative Gazette: A 25-min weekly in-depth look at New York State politics and government each
week on The Legislative Gazette. Hosted by David Guistina, the program features regular commentary by
syndicated columnist and political scientist Dr. Alan Chartock. On each program, the award-winning
WAMC News Team (Albany) combines forces to bring you a wrap-up of the week's political news, the
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goings on in and around the NYS legislature, and the stories that will keep you well-informed and in the
know. For information, visit http://wamc.org/programs/legislative-gazette-wamc.
7. Making Contact: Making Contact produced by the National Radio Project, is an award winning, 29
minute weekly magazine/documentary-style public affairs program heard on more than 130 radio stations
in the USA, Canada, South Africa and Ireland. Making Contact is committed to in-depth critical analysis
that goes beyond the breaking news. Showcasing voices and perspectives rarely heard in mainstream
media, Making Contact focuses on the human realities of politics and the connections between local and
global events, emphasizing positive and creative ways to solve problems. http://www.radioproject.org/
Please find attached the program times aired with each program’s detailed description, as well as the WETD
Listener Survey identifying the most significant issues facing our listeners. This ongoing attempt not only allows
WETD staff to locate and broadcast the best possible programming, but it helps establish a baseline for meeting
our listener’s identified needs.
Sincerely,

Russ Nunley
WETD 90.7 FM - Chief Operator & Advisor
Alfred State College, Alfred, NY 14802
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2015 WETD HDD Listener Surveys – Listener-Identified Significant Issues

Overview: In order to identify the most significant issues facing our listeners, WETD conducts two major listener surveys
each year: Hot Dog Day (Alfred, April), and Main Street Festival (Wellsville, July). Based on these results, WETD is
committed to providing the best programming in meeting these most significant identified issues of our communities.
The following is the 2015 Significant Issue Chart combined from WETD-conducted listener surveys at the Hot Dog Day
Festival, Alfred NY on April 25, 2015, involving respondents from across Western New York and our local area, as well as the
Wellsville Chamber of Commerce's Main Street Festival July 18, 2015. Using these results, WETD staff identified that
respondents were most concerned about Drugs / Organized Crime issues in our communities. Health / Mental Health was
second, followed by Teens/ Children / Parenting issues , Education Reform, Environmental Issues, Personal Finances , and
then Politics.
In reviewing our current programming lists (included), WETD continues to be committed to providing programming that meets
these needs, as well as considering the other identified needs within our community of license and our surrounding
communities. Our Environmental Issue concerns are handled through The Best of Our Knowledge and Climate Connections,
Earthwise, Loh Down on Science, & other daily programs. Relationships with others, Health Care Reform, and issues with
children / teens / parenting are addressed with 51%, while our On The Money show encourages listener's personal &
business financial education, especially for families with children & teens. A Way With Words literacy program, in addition to
The Best of our Knowledge, assist listeners in understanding education reform programs. America's Test Kitchen provided
nutritional encouragement for our communities Personal Health, and providing tips for families, children & teens. And the
newly added Making Contact social change program addresses hard issues and questions relating to Drugs and organized
crime, and health / mental health concerns.
On May 1st, 2013, WETD was honored to receive Alfred State College's coveted Civic Engagement Award, out of 80+ Alfred
State College's Student Senate recognized & very active clubs and organizations, and one of 3 semi-finalists in 2014. WETD
students continually strive to meet the needs of our communities both on and off campus. This was the fifth Civic
Engagement and / or Community Service Award that WETD students have received in the past 10 years.
Since 2013, the Wellsville Chamber of Commerce has offered & accepted WETD annually as an Associate member in
appreciation for WETD's community service supporting local businesses & community. WETD's next scheduled major
survey will be conducted at the annual Hot Dog Festival, Alfred, NY, April 2016 with 7,000+ attendees anticipated.
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THE BEST OF OUR KNOWLEDGE
WAMC National Productions
3rd QUARTERLY ISSUES REPORT
July 1, 2016 - September 30, 2016
Contact: Kristin Gilbert at kgilbert@wamc.org

DATE

TIME

SHOW #

TOPIC

7/7/2016

25:00

1346

There are some events that a whole lot of us get up for. Sports fans love the
Super Bowl and the World Series and the World Cup. Movie fans wait for
the newest sequel or big blockbuster. Most of us pay close attention to the
elections. But for a political scientist…nothing this year will come close to
Brexit!

7/14/2016

25:00

1347

Today on the Best of Our Knowledge, we’ll talk to a political science
professor who is also an expert on European politics about the ins and outs
and squiggles yet to come about the UK’s recent vote.
If you want to train someone for a mission to the International Space Station
here on Earth, you have to find a place that can be…space station-y. To do
that, NASA is going off shore.
Today on the Best of Our Knowledge, we’ll talk to a scientist who is taking
part in this year’s edition of Project NEEMO.

7/21/2016

25:00

1348

We’ll also hear how students can stay smart over the summer…and spend
an academic minute checking out the size of the galaxy.
Being a teacher means mastering quite a few disciplines. Communication,
innovation, empathy and you may not have thought of this one…ethics. In
fact, educators come across ethical dilemmas almost every day…and how
they deal with them affects students in profound ways. Not to mention
themselves.
Today on the Best of Our Knowledge, we’ll talk to the co-author of a new
book on educational ethics.

7/28/2016

8/4/2016
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25:00

25:00

1349

1350

We’ll also spend an academic minute seeing if lapses in ethics can be
blamed on your hormones.
If you want to get ahead in life, you have to learn to make good decisions.
And that should start at an early age. Today on the Best of Our Knowledge,
we’ll hear about a program in upstate New York called the Leadership
project that is working to help 5th graders make good choices.
We’ll also hear about a new bachelor’s degree in homeland security, find
out what a warm line is (hint: it’s kinda like a hot line…only less urgent),
and we’ll spend an academic minute learning from our mistakes.
You may have noticed that a lot of people are walking around a lot of places
playing a certain game on their phones. Although it may seem that this
game that shall not be named dropped from the heavens…it actually had to
be developed by human beings. And people who can develop such things
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are in demand. Today on the Best of Our Knowledge, we’ll hear about a
new college degree in video game production.

8/11/2016

25:00

1351

We’ll also talk to a veteran teacher who wrote a book about helicopter
parents, special snowflake and other…uh…stuff.
When you stop and think about it, a bachelor’s degree in, well just about
anything, is pretty much a one size fits all exercise. Students take the same
classes from the same instructors and take the same exams. But that could
be changing. So after talking about degrees in Homeland Security and
Gaming in the past two weeks, today on the Best of Our Knowledge, we’ll
hear about a new customizable business degree program.
We’ll also talk about big data…it’s everywhere.

8/18/2016

25:00

1352

8/25/2016

25:00

1353

9/1/2016

25:00

1354

9/8/2016

25:00

1355

And we’ll spend an academic minute with the story of the only female
governor in the US to die in office.
If you’re a sports fan, this has to be a great time of year for you. First of all,
the Olympics are everywhere. Then there’s the baseball pennant races,
College and Pro Football getting underway. Student athletes of all ages
from Pee Wee to Division One will be doing their best to be their best on
the field. But for athletes of any age or experience level, that sometimes
means taking performance enhancing drugs.
They’re moving in. Millions of freshmen are getting ready for their first
year of college and one of the big questions on their mind is: "did I pick the
right major to help me get a job"? It’s a pretty important question. Today on
the Best of Our Knowledge, we’ll talk to an economist about where the jobs
are…or at least where they will be in four years.
Traveling by air has never been safer. For years, airlines have put practices
and procedures in place that make flying a safe, if not entirely comfortable
experience. And a lot of people could learn a thing or two from their efforts.
Today on the Best of Our Knowledge, we’ll talk to a pilot who is also a
doctor and clinical chemist, about what the world of medicine could learn
from the world of aviation.
And since we’re spending some time talking about flying, we’ll spend an
academic minute underground talking about caves.
We talk a lot about heroes in today’s culture. In fact, the word has lost a
little bit of its luster. But the world lost a hero a few weeks ago…someone
whose name you may not know. Let’s just say if you woke up this morning
and you didn’t have smallpox, thank Dr. D.A. Henderson.
Today on the Best of Our Knowledge, we’ll dip into the archives and replay
my interview with Dr. Henderson who passed away last month at the age of
87.

9/15/2016
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25:00

1356

We’ll also hear commentary from the head of the New York teachers union
about ways to solve the ongoing teacher shortage.
In 1971, an actress from the Bronx, who had just made her Broadway debut,
was offered an audition on a children’s educational television show. It had
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already been on the air for two years…and it was different.
Today on the Best of Our Knowledge, we’ll talk to actress Sonia Manzano,
who retired last year after 44 years of playing Maria on Sesame Street.

9/22/2016

25:00

1357

We’ll also hear about a competition to build a better robot. The competitors/
Eighth graders from California
Here in the US, freedom’s kind of a big deal. In fact, the founding fathers
used the words freedom and liberty a lot while crafting the constitution.
Now, over 200 years later, we’re still studying those words and their
meaning.
Today on the Best of Our Knowledge, we’ll talk to a professor who says
that liberty is the lodestar of our governing document.

9/29/2016

25:00

1358

We’ll also hear about a group of student suing for a better environment,
attend the reenactment of a pivotal battle in the War of 1812…and spend an
academic minute trying to find some peace and quiet.
In early September, the for-profit college ITT Tech suddenly shut down
operations and over 50 thousand students were left with no degree, lots of
debt and few options.
Today on the Best of Our Knowledge, we’ll hear from the Undersecretary
of Education about what’s being done to help the displaced students of ITT
Tech.
We’ll also talk to the author of a book on evolution that is aimed at a very
specific age group…preschoolers.
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51%
WAMC National Productions
3rd QUARTERLY ISSUES REPORT
July 1, 2016 – September 30, 2016
Contact: Kristin Gilbert at kgilbert@wamc.org
DATE

TIME

SHOW #

TOPICS

7/1/2016

25:00

#1406

7/8/2016

25:00

#1407

7/15/2016 25:00

#1408

7/22/2016 25:00

#1409

7/29/2016 25:00

#1410

8/5/2016

25:00

#1411

8/12/2016 25:00

#1412

8/19/2016 25:00

#1413

8/26/2016 25:00

#1414

9/2/2016

25:00

#1415

9/9/2016

25:00

#1416

9/16/2016 25:00

#1417

9/23/2016 25:00

#1418

9/30/2016 25:00

#1419

Peggy Orenstein is an author and journalist, whose most recent book is "Girls & Sex.
Navigating the Complicated New Landscape." Lauren Schiller, host of Inflection Point,
invited Orenstein to her studio in San Francisco to discuss the new book, including why
girls feel such pressure to be "hot", and how sex is like...a pizza?
On this week’s 51%, we hear from a former NASA engineer about science fiction
heroines. Then we meet a game maven, and the Army is opening its first autism therapy
center.
On this week’s 51%, we bring you a story about eating disorders in the military. And we
have a subject few want to talk or hear about, but the statistics will make women pay
attention — urinary incontinence. You’ll also hear from a woman on an audio mission.
On this week’s 51%, we feature a discussion with the author of a book about the
criminalization of Black girls in school. And we have a Women in History spotlight on
two notorious women.
On this week’s 51%, with the summer Olympics in Brazil, we focus on a sport that
captivates many viewers – gymnastics. And we hear from an LGBTQ educator about
how schools can best include transgender students in athletic programs.
On this week’s 51%, we hear from a filmmaker and educator on transgender
discrimination; bring you a story about how one area in the U.S. is homing in on sextrafficking; and meet an actress whose theater group transcends the stage.
On this week’s 51%, hear about storytelling and its effect on women, learn how social
workers are helping to prevent premature births, and brush up on a brief history about
women and voting.
On this week’s 51%, it’s time to interest more girls in coding. And a new book and video
game feature a previously atypical girl.
On this week’s 51%, an emergency room nurse marries her skills with those of her
famous musician husband bringing together music and healing. We’ll learn about
woman’s experience with peer support in recovering from addiction, plus we get a
perspective on the hopes raised and dashed for an Indian gymnast.
On this week’s 51%, a film shines a light on a suffragist and we hear different views
about coming to the States, from a refugee girl now a teen poet and an immigrant girl
now an adult author.
On this week’s 51%, it was the inaugural year for an engineering camp for girls, a
mother who lost a daughter to childhood cancer dedicates her time to helping others, we
hear about theatre therapy for recovering from addiction, and bring you an historical look
at friendships between men and women.
On this week’s 51%, we speak with a woman who launched an airbrush-free women’s
magazine. We meet a woman who helps Crow children connect with their heritage and a
female scientist fills us on a cat parasite that could be especially harmful to women who
are pregnant.
On this week’s 51%, an historian talks about women’s roles in shaping civilization and
her BBC documentary on the subject. And we meet a woman with a nose for memory.
On this week’s 51%, we hear about women-directed films at the upcoming Woodstock
Film Festival. We’ll meet a woman who is a deputy fire chief and see how VA medical
centers fare when it comes to providing services for women.
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A Way With Words
PRX Productions
3rd QUARTERLY ISSUES REPORT
July 1, 2016 – Sept. 30, 2016
Contact: Melissa LaCasse at lacasse.melissa@gmail.com

DATE

TIME SHOW #

7/3/2016

54:00

1423

7/17

54:00

1425

7/24

54:00

1426

7/30

54:00

1451
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TOPIC
This week on "A Way with Words": Careful what you criticize!
Not long ago, some words that sound perfectly normal today were
considered gauche and grating on the ear. If the complainers had
had their way, we couldn't say the word "pessimism" or use
"contact" as a verb! Also, we'll settle another debate once and for
all: is it "a historic" or "an historic"? Plus, what are you doing for
Inside-Out Day? Also, bed lunch, sweven, hinky, johnny gowns,
the real meaning of shiver me timbers, and more.
Right off the bat, it's easy to think of several everyday expressions
that derive from America's pastime. Including right off the bat. The
Dickson Baseball Dictionary catalogues not just those contributions
but also more obscure terms like "pebble picker," and explains why
a fastball is called a "Linda Ronstadt." Plus, as more transgender
people are publicly recognized, there's a debate about which
pronouns to use. And who in the world would give a one-star
review on Amazon to … Herman Melville's Moby-Dick? Plus, the
plural of hummus, tear the rag off the bush, to boot, synesthesia,
paper stretchers, wet washes, and the verb to podcas
If you don't have anything nice to say, say it like Shakespeare:
Thou unhandsome smush-mouthed mush-rump! Thou obscene rugheaded hornbeast! The Shakespeare Insult Generator helps you
craft creative zingers by mixing and matching the Bard's own
words--perfect for the wanton swag-bellied underskinker in your
life. Plus, how do you feel when you say "Thank you" and the
person replies "No problem"? That response bothers many people-but should it? Plus, what happens when a married couple doesn't
gee-haw together. Also: the origins of shimmy and smidge, hamand-egger, a techie word quiz, double possessives, and enough
food to feed Coxey's army
Books for sale, books for free, and wisdom passed down through
the ages. Libraries aren't just repositories for books -- they're often
a great place to find gently used volumes for sale. Or you can
always visit a "little free library," one of those neighborhood spot
dedicated to recycling your own books, and picking up new ones
for free. Plus: "When two elephants fight, it's the grass that suffers"
-- weighty proverbs from East Africa. Finally, the United States
and the UK are separated by more than a common language: the
way we talk about numbers is also surprisingly different,
depending on which side of the pond you're on. Also: I don't know
him from Adam, stargazy pie, my dogs are barking, and
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8/7

54:00

1452

8/14

54:00

1427

8/21

54:00

1428

8/28

54:00

1429

9/4/2016

54:00

1430
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cheiloproclitic. Ruminate on that!
When it comes to learning new things, what's on your bucket list?
A retired book editor decided to try to learn Latin, and ended up
learning a lot about herself. There's a word for someone who learns
something late in life. And when it comes to card games, how is it
that the very same game goes lots of different names? What you
call Canfield, other people may call Nertz! Finally, a bit of vulture
culture: Words for these birds depend on what they're doing: A
kettle of vultures is swirling in the air, while a group of vultures
standing around eating is called … a wake. Plus, cat's eyes, Bott's
dots, dumpster fire, spagglers, Dan Ratherisms, pussle-gut, and let's
blow this pop stand
This week on "A Way with Words": People in ancient times could
be just as bawdy and colorful as we are today. To prove it, we
found some graffiti written on the walls in the city of Pompeii, and
found plenty of sex, arrogance and good old fashioned bathroom
talk etched in stone. Plus, British rhyming slang makes its way to
our televisions through police shows on PBS. And a dictionary for
rock climbers gives us a fantastic word that anyone can use to
describe a rough day. Also, spitting game, hornswoggling, two
kinds of sloppy joes, peppy sad songs, and endearing names for
grandma
This week on "A Way with Words": "If you come to a fork in the
road . . . take it!" Baseball legend Yogi Berra was famous for such
head-scratching observations.. What most people don't realize,
though, is that the former Yankees star often wasn't the first person
to say them. As Berra himself once quipped, "I really didn't say
everything I said." Speaking of Yankees, do you know what a
"Yankee dime" is? Here's a hint: it's wet, made with love, and you
can't take it to a bank. "It's all downhill from here, y'all"--which is
not always a bad thing. Plus, nice vs. kind, premises vs. premise, a
time-travelling word quiz, drunk as Cooter Brown, footing the bill,
and some new words for the opposite of avuncular.
This week on "A Way with Words": Slang from the 19th century.
The slang coming out of Victorian mouths was more colorful than
you might think. A 1909 collection of contemporary slang records
clever terms for everything from a bald head to the act of sidling
through a crowd. Plus, how to remember the difference between
CAV-al-ry and CAL-va-ry. And: what's the best way to improve
how introverts are perceived in our society? For starters, don't
bother asking for help from dictionary editors. Also, collieshangles,
knowledge box, nanty narking, biz bag, burn bag, yuppies, and
amberbivalence
What's in a mascot name? Maybe you're a fan of the Banana Slugs,
or you cheer for the Winged Beavers. Perhaps your loyalty lies
with the Fighting Artichokes. There are some strange names for
sports team out there. But what's even stranger is the origin of the
word "mascot" itself. It's from a 19th-century opera! And: the host
of a television show about gardening is tired of using the verb "to
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9/11/2016

54:00

1431

9/18/2016

54:00

1432

9/25/2016

54:00

1434
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plant," and is desperate for an alternative. But coming up with one
is harder than you might think! Plus, a word for that sinking feeling
when your favorite restaurant closes. Also, a word quiz based on
the party game Taboo, the history of cataract, a begrudging ode to
office jargon, and an old children's song about popping the heads
off of flowers.
This week on "A Way with Words": This week on "A Way with
Words": Can language change bad behavior in crowded places?
The Irish Railway system has launched ad campaign to encourage
passengers to be more generous at boarding time. For example,
have you ever rummaged through your belongings or pretended to
have an intense phone conversation in order to keep someone from
grabbing the seat next to you? Then you're busted -- there's a word
for that! Also, one of America's top experts on garage sales is
looking for the right term for that kind of bargain-hunting. Is it
garage-sailing? Yard-selling? Or something else? Plus, a
Godfather-themed word game you can't refuse. And conversational
openers, see-saw vs. teeter-totter, ledged out, scartling, trade-last,
and beat the band
It's hard enough to get a new word into the dictionary. But what
happens when lawmakers get involved? New Jersey legislators
passed a resolution as part of an anti-bullying campaign urging
dictionary companies to adopt the word "upstander." It means "the
opposite of bystander." But will it stick? And: 17th-century
abolitionist Sojourner Truth was born in New York State, but for
most of her childhood, she spoke only Dutch. There's a good reason
for that. Plus, practical tips for learning to converse in any foreign
language: Think of it like an exercise program, and work out with a
buddy. Also, rhyming slang, kick the bucket, behind God's back,
world-beaters, Twitter canoes, a slew of slang terms for that yepnope hairstyle, the mullet
The dilemma continues over how to spell dilemma! Grant and
Martha try to suss out the backstory of why some people spell that
word with an "n." At lot of them, it seems, went to Catholic school.
Maybe that's a clue? Plus, the saying "Close, but no cigar" gets
traced back to an old carnival game. And the French horn isn't
actually French—so why in the world do we call it that ? Plus, a
word game based on famous ad slogans, the plural form of the
computer mouse, a Southern way to greet a sneeze, and
remembering a beloved crossword puzzle writer
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America's Test Kitchen
PRX Productions
3rd QUARTERLY ISSUES REPORT
July 1, 2016 – Sept. 30, 2016
Contact: Melissa LaCasse at lacasse.melissa@gmail.com

DATE

7/3

TIME SHOW #

53:59

415

7/10

53:59

520

7/17

53:58

424
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TOPIC
Food has become a national obsession and with it a multitude of
flashy programs, magazines, books and blogs – ranging from pure
entertainment to celebrity showcases. Yet they aren’t much help to
the every day cook. That's why America’s Test Kitchen in Boston
wants to find a better way to make a food program for radio.
America’s Test Kitchen Radio is a food program for right now – filled
with clear, practical information, without the gourmet fuss. The hour is
all about insights, tips and techniques that illuminate the truth about
real home cooking. There will be some mystery, too, like why bad
things happen to good recipes and the science behind good results
The team behind America's Test Kitchen Radio knows something
about connecting with audiences. Some two million public television
fans watch each episode of America’s Test Kitchen, the most watched
weekend lifestyle show on public TV. America’s Test Kitchen Radio
host Chris Kimball will introduce listeners to an eclectic collection of
test cooks and food experts from the Test Kitchen, and people who
come at food and cooking from unique and useful perspectives, with
rich stories to tell. Chris is a natural host during segments and call-in,
and has moved easily from guesting on Morning Edition and other
programs. In previews, test PD’s called the show “surprising, useful
and entertaining,” “fascinating,” “relevant” and “personal,” and many
said it drew them in even though they don’t cook and aren’t foodies.

This week from the Test Kitchen, an interview with Meathead
Goldwyn. Meathead is the editor of AmazingRibs.com. He calls
himself a Barbecue Whisperer, a Hedonism Evangelist, and a
Culinary Mythbuster. We chat about his new book, Meathead: The
Science of Great Barbecue and Grilling, and learn all the secrets to
becoming a grill master. We'll taste hot dogs, and we’ll check in
with regular guest Dan Pashman of the Sporkful Podcast who
argues that cheese should be under the burger. Then we’ll head into
the Test Kitchen to learn how to make the ultimate Grill-Roasted
Beef Tenderloin. And of course, we’ll be taking your calls to
answer all of your cooking questions.
In 2010, a father-son crime duo attempted to poison the vines of La
Romanée-Conti, the vineyard that produces Burgundy’s finest and
most expensive wines. This week we speak with Maximillian
Potter, the author who chronicled this bizarre true crime story in his
book “Shadows in the Vineyard: The True Story Of The Plot To
Poison The World’s Greatest Wine.” We’ll taste balsamic vinegar,
and we’ll taste wine with expert Stephen Meuse. Then we’ll head
into the test kitchen to learn the best way to roast peppers on the
grill. And of course, we’ll be taking your calls to answer all of your
cooking questions.
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7/24

53:59

521

7/31

53:56

501

8/7

53:58

522

8/14

53:57

523

8/21

53:58

416

8/28

53:58

524
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This week from the Test Kitchen, we talk to Heston Blumenthal.
Heston is chef-patron of The Fat Duck in the UK, a three Michelinstarred restaurant known for it’s whimsical, scientific and creative
style of cookery and famed for being named the world’s best
restaurant more than once. We’ll taste wine with wine expert
Stephen Meuse and we'll speak with food writer Adam Gopnik.
Then we’ll head into the Test Kitchen to learn how to make the
best vegetable slaw. And of course, we’ll be taking your calls to
answer all of your cooking questions
This week we speak with Maureen Downey, founder of
WineFraud.com, who peels back the secrets of this billion dollar
industry, from fake labels and corks to unique methods of
detection. Don't think you haven't been fooled! Even a $10 bottle
can be a fake. We'll find out the top picks for insulated food
carriers, and we'll speak with food writer Adam Gopnik. Then we'll
head into the test kitchen and learn how to make the ultimate Pasta
e Ceci. And of course, we'll be taking your calls to answer all of
your cooking questions
This week from the Test Kitchen, we discover the future of food.
We speak with Jeff Lipton, a 3D food printing pioneer, to explore
the very real possibility of printing your food at home in the future.
Will it be a Jetson-like future full of powdered food, or will the
offerings be gourmet? We’ll taste almond butter, and we’ll find out
what's hot and what's not in the world of kitchen gadgets.
Then we’ll head into the Test Kitchen to learn how to make the
best Shredded Chicken Tacos. And of course, we’ll be taking your
calls to answer all of your cooking questions
This week from the Test Kitchen, we discuss food on the campaign
trail. Do the food choices of the presidential candidates really
reveal their inner characters and signal our ability to connect with
them? Does it sway how we vote? We’ll check in with regular
guest Dan Pashman of the Sporkful Podcast, and we’ll taste
Worcestershire sauce. Then we’ll head into the Test Kitchen to
learn the best way to make frozen yogurt. And of course, we’ll be
taking your calls to answer all of your cooking questions.
Everyone knows that Doritos are not naturally flavored, but what
does natural mean anyways? This week author Mark Schatzker
introduces us to laboratory food, and tells us how flavor technology
has skyrocketed in a time where natural foods have never been
more bland. We'll taste apricot preserves, and we’ll speak with
food writer Adam Gopnik. Then we’ll head into the test kitchen to
uncover the secrets behind making the Ultimate Banana Bread.
And of course, we’ll be taking your calls to answer all of your
cooking questions.
This week from the Test Kitchen, we speak to Sean Sherman, a
Minneapolis-based Native American chef. He is reclaiming the
food traditions of his ancestors in hopes of reconnecting to his past
as well as creating a healthier community—by reintroducing
indigenous food to its people. We’ll taste wine with wine expert
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9/4

53:00

525

9/11

53:0

332

9/18

52:59

526

9/25/2016

53:59

527
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Stephen Meuse and we’ll find out what's hot and what's not in the
world of kitchen gadgets. Then we’ll head into the Test Kitchen to
learn how to make the best Grilled Pizza. And of course, we’ll be
taking your calls to answer all of your cooking questions
This week from the Test Kitchen, we speak to Louise Foxcroft, the
author of Calories & Corsets, which exposes the myths and
anxieties that drive today's multi-billion dollar dieting industry.
We’ll taste wine with wine expert Stephen Meuse and we'll speak
with food writer Adam Gopnik. Then we’ll head into the Test
Kitchen to learn the best way to make Grilled Onions. And of
course, we’ll be taking your calls to answer all of your cooking
questions.
This week, we talk to the man who some would say has the most
coveted job in the food industry: New York Times restaurant critic
Pete Wells. We’ll find out what’s hot and what’s not in the world
of kitchen gadgets, and we’ll speak with food writer Adam Gopnik
about how Yotam Ottolenghi is changing our most basic ideas
about cooking and eating. Then we’ll head into the test kitchen to
learn how to make the best slow-roasted bone-in pork rib roast.
And of course, we’ll be taking your calls to answer all of your
cooking questions. Originally aired November 6-13, 2014.
Available for rerun September 1-7, 2016.
This week from the Test Kitchen, we speak with Benjamin
Wallace, author of The Billionaire’s Vinegar about the most
expensive bottle of wine ever sold - a 1787 bottle of Château Lafite
Bordeaux supposedly owned by Thomas Jefferson. It went for
$156,000 at auction to a member of the Forbes family. We’ll taste
olive oil, and we’ll find out what's hot and what's not in the world
of kitchen gadgets. Then we’ll head into the Test Kitchen to learn
how to make the best Penne with Red Pepper Pesto. And of course,
we’ll be taking your calls to answer all of your cooking questions
This week from the Test Kitchen, we discover the world of the
Brothers Grimm and their connection to food. There is a
preoccupation with food in their fairy tales, from the poisoned
apple in "Snow White" and the gingerbread house in "Hansel and
Gretel" to the cake and wine being brought to Granny in "Little
Red Cape". We’ll taste wine with wine expert Stephen Meuse and
we'll speak with food writer Adam Gopnik. Then we’ll head into
the Test Kitchen to learn the best way to make chocolate chip
cookies. And of course, we’ll be taking your calls to answer all of
your cooking questions.
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On the Money
PRX Productions
3rd QUARTERLY ISSUES REPORT
July 1, 2016 – Sept. 30, 2016
Contact: Melissa LaCasse at lacasse.melissa@gmail.com

DATE
7/4

TIME SHOW #
59:00

772

7/11

59:00

775

7/18

59:00

776

7/25

59:00

777

8/3

59:00

778

8/8

59:00

779

8/15

59:00

780

8/22

59:00

781

8/29

59:00

782

9/5

59:00

783
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TOPIC
The 5 Pivotal Years That Determine Your Financial Life, Gucci: The
Family Legend Unmasked Part 1, How To Kick Butt With Kickstarter
And Rock Your Career, Extra! Extra! Today's Housing Market Update
For Buyers And Sellers? Gucci: The Family Legend Unmasked Part 2

Brexit: How To Remain Calm And Carry On, Does The Federal
Reserve Really Know What They're Doing? Cuba Rising: The
Journey From Poverty To Plenty, Too Busy For Brexit? Everything
You Need To Know In 15 Minutes, Can You Really Buy A House
With Only 3% Down775?
Beware: Rolling Over Your 401k Is About To Get Weird, How
Nathan's Famous Became America's Top Dog, How To Return To
Work As A New Mother Successfully, Will Brexit Affect The
Value Of Your Home? Understanding Today's World Through The
Lens Of Star Wars
Can't Stop Spending Money? We're Here To Help, Create Wealth
The Cheap And Easy Way, How Panic Is Infecting Our Financial
System, Planning To Flip A House? Consider This First,
Navigating The Risks And Rewards Of Our New Renaissance
Plus: Bonds: The Nerds In High School You Should Have
Befriended, Building Your Brand? Beware Of These Traps, The
Age Old Question: To Rent Or To Buy? Manage Your Finances
Like A Great Chief Financial Officer
Plus: Are You Living Life With Purpose & Passion? You Should
Be. Answers To Retirement Questions You’re Afraid To Ask, 4
Simple Ways To Maximize Your Credit Score Right Now, and
Think Twice Before You Price Your Home
You Have The Millionaire Mindset? Dear Investor, What The Hell
Are You Doing? Are You A Shopaholic? Know The Signs, Break
The Habit, Increase Your Credit Score Before Going For A
Mortgage, Taking Bubba Gump From Movie To Restaurant
Plus The Secret Sadness Of Retired Men, Here's Why A Financial
Planner Can Be Your Life Line, The Road To Financial Security
Through Entrepreneurship and Become Savvy At Selling Your
Home
Watch Out For The Taxes On Those Medals, Michael Phelps! The
Next Big Bang In Real Estate Investing, How A Clinton Presidency
Could Affect Your Finances, Navigating The Sticky Process Of
Buying And Selling A Home, Confessions Of A Recovering Car
Dealer
Plus: Watch Out For Those Hidden Financial Fees, US
Manufacturing Is At A Peak...So Where Are The Jobs? Debt In
Retirement Might Actually Be A Good Idea, And How To Fix Up
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9/12

9/26/2016
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59:00

59:00

784

786

A House: HGTV Vs Reality
Plus: Can Early Retirement Be Bad For Your Health? Election
Year Myth Busting: What's True And What's False, Can Home
Buyers And Sellers Be Friends? Time The Stock Market At Your
Peril
Plus: S&P 500 Trumps "The Donald", Does Talking Money With
Your Aging Parents Feel Awkward? Everything You Must Know
Before You Get Married And Move In, & Luxury Home Sales In A
Holding Pattern
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THE LEGISLATIVE GAZETTE
WAMC National Productions

3rd

QUARTERLY ISSUES REPORT
July 1, 2016 – September 30, 2016

Contact: Kristin Gilbert at kgilbert@wamc.org

DATE
7/1/2016

TIME
25:00

SHOW #
#1627

7/8/2016

25:00

#1628

7/15/2016 25:00

#1629

7/22/2016 25:00

#1630

7/29/2016 25:00

#1631

8/5/2016

25:00

#1632

8/12/2016 25:00

#1633

8/19/2016 25:00

#1634

8/26/2016 25:00

#1635
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TOPIC
On this week's Gazette: We’ll have results from this week’s primaries, our
political observer Alan Chartock shares his thoughts on how a Supreme court
decision this week might impact the convictions of disgraced assembly speaker
Sheldon Silver and Majority Dean Skelos, and the Governor focuses on the
positive at public events.
On this week's Gazette: The Governor calls for patience after a report on his
economic development plan finds it created a small number of jobs, our political
observer Alan Chartock will share his thoughts on the problems with the
Governor’s Start Up NY plan, and the Governor travels to Plattsburgh to
distribute revitalization funds.
On this week's Gazette: the Governor’s administration faces greater scrutiny over
handling of the water crisis in Hoosick Falls, our political observer Alan
Chartock shares his thoughts on the continuing investigations into the
Governor’s top aides, and thousands of more low-income New Yorkers are now
eligible for SNAP benefits.
On this week's Gazette: New York’s delegation is in the national spotlight at the
Republican National Convention, our political observer Alan Chartock shares his
thoughts on his conversation with Republican Committee Chair Ed Cox about
the convention, and Governor Cuomo’s office issued a report on the impact
tourism has on New York’s economy.
On this week's Gazette: Our Capitol Correspondent Karen DeWitt reports on
Governor Cuomo's address to the DNC in Philadelphia, our political observer
Alan Chartock shares his thoughts on Cuomo’s speech and convention politics,
and a corruption probe by U.S. Attorney Preet Bharara extends to Westchester
County.
On this week's Gazette: Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump cancels
a planned appearance in Plattsburgh, our political observer Alan Chartock
weighs in on the possibility of legislative pay raises, and we’ll have a look at the
progress of some of the state’s economic development programs.
On this week's Gazette: Governor Cuomo has not been getting along with other
Democrats in the state this summer, our political observer Alan Chartock shares
his thoughts on Governor Cuomo’s comments about fellow Democrat and State
Comptroller Dinapoli, and NY US Senator Charles Schumer makes stops
upstate.
On this week's Gazette: An ethics reform measure approved by the legislature at
the end of the legislative session still hasn’t been signed by the Governor, our
political observer Alan Chartock shares his thoughts on the Governor’s
relationship with state democrats, and A local mayor and a Congressman joined
forces to call for additional federal funding to remediate Brownfields.
On this week's Gazette: A look inside a recent Assembly hearing on the
Governor’s economic development programs, a conversation about the
relationship between the Governor the Mayor of New York City between our
political observer Alan Chartock and Daily News Albany Bureau Chief Ken
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9/2/2016

25:00

#1636

9/9/2016

25:00

#1637

9/16/2016 25:00

#1638

9/23/2016 25:00

#1639

9/30/2016 25:00

#1640
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Lovett, and our Pat Bradley speaks with 21st district house Republican Elise
Stefanik.
On this week's Gazette: A long awaited Senate hearing on PFOA contamination
in Hoosick Falls, our political observer Alan Chartock shares his thoughts on the
politics of tainted water, and Adirondack lakes are dealing with the spiny water
flea.
On this week's Gazette: Governor Cuomo’s health commissioner is grilled by
lawmakers over the state’s handling of water contamination in Hoosick Falls, our
political observer Alan Chartock shares his thoughts on early voting, and 55
colleges and universities across the state sign the Reforming the Energy Vision
Campus Challenge.
On this week's Gazette: A primary win this week may help Republicans keep
control of the state senate, our political observer Alan Chartock shares his
thoughts on some of the primary results, and the Moral Monday movement
comes to the state capitol.
On this week's Gazette: U.S. Attorney Preet Bharara brings charges against two
former Cuomo Administration officials and the head of SUNY Polytechic, our
political observer Alan Chartock shares his thoughts the alleged pay to play
charges and their impact, if any, on the Governor, and we’ll take you to
Newburgh for a public meeting on water contamination.
On this week's Gazette: Governor Cuomo makes changes to prevent any future
bid rigging in his upstate economic development programs, our political observer
Alan Chartock shares his thoughts on whether legislators deserve a pay raise, and
a NY Congressmen wants the President to intervene in a pipeline project.
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Making Contact
National Radio Project
3rd QUARTERLY ISSUES REPORT
July 1, 2016 – Sept. 30, 2016
Contact: astelzer@radioproject.org or 510-459-8558

DATE

TIME SHOW #

7/3/2016

29:00

25-16

TOPIC
Who is Charles Koch–really? Who are the members of “the
Network”?—a semi-secret group assembled by the Koch brothers?
How are the superrich’s priorities transforming American society?
Journalist Jane Mayer spent several years searching for some of
those answers, and her new book is titled Dark Money, the Hidden
History of the Billionaires.
Mayer is interviewed by Atlantic magazine editor-in-chief James
Bennet.

7/10/2016

29:00

26-16

Existing in two worlds can complicate your identity and complete it–
whether it’s understanding your medicine man grandfather, to
deepening the concept of love through a different tongue, these
storytellers takes us around the world from Colombia to Papua New
Guinea, seeking definition and connections with presumably different
cultures.

In cities across the country, black women – many of whom have
been on the front lines of the Movement for Black Lives – are
lifting up the names of their sisters killed by police.

7/17/2016

29:00

27-16

This March, Manolia Charlotin, a multimedia journalist with the
The Media Consortium, and Cat Brooks, artist and organizer with
Oakland’s Anti Police-Terror Project sat down at a community
event in San Francisco to talk about Say Her Name and what it
looks like to build a movement that centers black women.
Jamison Robinson, Yuvette Henderson’s brother, talks about the
difference it makes when a community comes together to demand
justice after the police kill someone.

7/24//2016

29:00

28-16

7/31/2016

29:00

29-16
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Fredy Villanueva was playing dice in a park in Montreal North
when police officers arrived. In less than a minute, the 18-year-old
was fatally shot by police. Eight years later, what happened in
those sixty seconds remains unclear. The documentary play Fredy
tries to untangle what happened before and after the shooting, as it
asks questions about racial profiling, systemic discrimination, and
the promise of art for social change.
Ross McKenzie was diagnosed with bipolar disorder, but after 15
years on Lithium, he wasn’t getting any better. He decided to take
matters into his own hands, get off the drug, and find out why so
many people are being told they have mental illnesses.
This week on Making Contact, we bring you an abridged version of
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the film Bipolarized; Rethinking Mental Illness, chronicling
McKenzie’s journey.

8/7/2016

29:00

30-16

8/14/2016

29:00

31-16

8/21/2016

29:00

32-16

COINTELPRO, the secret FBI project to infiltrate and disrupt
domestic organizations thought to be “subversive,” targeted many
African-American, Native-American, and other movements for
self-determination by people of color in the U.S.. Between 1956
and 1971, the FBI conducted more than 2,000 COINTELPRO
(Counter Intelligence Program) operations. Over the next two
weeks, we’ll be broadcasting the documentary film
“COINTELPRO 101.” Today we hear the first half of the film,
produced by the Freedom Archives.
COINTELPRO, the secret FBI project to infiltrate and disrupt
domestic organizations thought to be “subversive,” targeted many
African-American, Native-American, and other movements for
self-determination by people of color in the U.S.. Between 1956
and 1971, the FBI conducted more than 2,000 COINTELPRO
(Counter Intelligence Program) operations. This week we
broadcast the second half of the documentary film “COINTELPRO
101,” produced by The Freedom Archives.
Women Rising radio profiles food sovereignty activists from India,
Mexico, and Native American communities.
It’s the second most-traded commodity in the world after oil but
how much do you think about your cup of coffee?

8/28/2016

29:00

34-16

From coffee farmers in Colombia to the trash produced by your
single-cup coffee machine, Making Contact and Green Grid Radio
team up to count the costs of your morning cup o’joe.
It’s the second most-traded commodity in the world after oil but
how much do you think about your cup of coffee?

9/4/2016

29:00

34-16

From coffee farmers in Colombia to the trash produced by your
single-cup coffee machine, Making Contact and Green Grid Radio
team up to count the costs of your morning cup o’joe.
Millions of people around the world work in jobs that aren’t
formally recognized or afforded legal protections typical of wage
earning jobs. They’re often not even thought of as legitimate work.

9/11/2016
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29:00

35-16

On this edition of Making Contact, we’re going to meet people
making work where there is no work for them. From recyclers, to
border couriers, to waste pickers, we’re exploring the informal
labor sector and what some are doing to gain greater recognition,
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protections, and rights.

9/18/2016

29:00

36-16

9/25/2016

29:00

37-16

September 11, 2001 ushered in an era marked by the unending War
on Terror, dragnet government surveillance programs, and
escalating attacks on people perceived to be Muslim. Just last
month, Khalid Jabara, a 37-year old Lebanese American man was
shot and killed on his front porch in Tulsa Oklahoma by a neighbor
who had harassed his family for years, calling them ‘dirty Arabs’
and ‘Mooslems’. This is just one of the many reported attacks on
people perceived as Muslims in the United States. Last year, there
were 174 incidents of anti-Muslim violence, and that’s only if you
count the attacks that made headlines. This backlash is just tip of
the iceberg. Below the surface is a growing Islamophobia with
deep roots in history and empire. Where does the idea of the
‘Muslim enemy’ come from? And how has it evolved into what
we see today? Fifteen years after 9/11, Deepa Kumar, author of
Islamophobia and the Politics of Empire, takes us back nearly 15
centuries to find out
The US military didn’t shrink much under President Obama, and
our perpetual state of war has barely waned since 9-11. Author
Rosa Brooks says the consequences of this ‘new normal’ reach
deep into our society; far beyond the body count of those killed
overseas.
On this edition, Rosa Brooks speaks about her new book, How
Everything Became War and the Military Became Everything.
Special thanks to Politics and Prose Bookstore in Washington DC
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WETD ON-AIR TIME & DATES
Public Affairs Programming
3rd QUARTERLY ISSUES REPORT
July 1, 2016 - September 30, 2016
Date
7/3/2016
7/3/2016
7/3/2016
7/3/2016
7/3/2016
7/4/2016
7/5/2016
7/6/2016
7/10/2016
7/10/2016
7/10/2016
7/10/2016
7/10/2016
7/11/2016
7/12/2016
7/13/2016
7/13/2016
7/17/2016
7/17/2016
7/17/2016
7/17/2016
7/18/2016
7/18/2016
7/18/2016
7/18/2016
7/19/2016
7/20/2016
7/20/2016
7/24/2016
7/24/2016
7/24/2016
7/24/2016
7/24/2016
7/25/2016
7/26/2016
7/27/2016
7/28/2016
7/29/2016
7/30/2016
7/31/2016
8/1/2016
8/2/2016
8/3/2016
8/3/2016
8/7/2016
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Time
08:00:01
09:01:56
10:04:31
12:00:29
20:59:19
09:00:43
04:02:58
03:59:19
08:00:08
08:59:43
10:08:46
12:00:52
21:00:06
09:00:26
04:02:15
04:01:07
12:59:41
09:04:16
10:04:20
12:01:42
21:00:03
09:01:14
10:01:18
12:04:43
21:01:49
03:59:45
04:00:29
13:01:23
08:00:11
09:04:01
10:02:30
11:59:47
20:59:49
09:02:31
04:01:04
04:01:04
04:00:36
04:01:02
04:00:37
04:01:03
04:00:38
04:00:19
04:01:22
13:01:37
08:04:09

Program
The Best Of Our Knowledge
A Way With Words
America's Test Kitchen
Legislative Gazette
Making Contact
On The Money
A Way With Words
On The Money
The Best Of Our Knowledge
A Way With Words
America's Test Kitchen
Legislative Gazette
Making Contact
On The Money
A Way With Words
On The Money
51%
A Way With Words
America's Test Kitchen
Legislative Gazette
Making Contact
A Way With Words
America's Test Kitchen
Legislative Gazette
Making Contact
A Way With Words
On The Money
51%
The Best Of Our Knowledge
A Way With Words
America's Test Kitchen
Legislative Gazette
Making Contact
On The Money
A Way With Words
A Way With Words
A Way With Words
A Way With Words
A Way With Words
A Way With Words
A Way With Words
A Way With Words
On The Money
51%
The Best Of Our Knowledge

Number
1345
1423
415
1627
25-16
772
1423
772
1345
1423
520
1627
26-16
775
1423
775
1407
1425
424
1628
27-16
1425
424
1628
27-16
1425
776
1408
1348
1426
521
1629
28-16
777
1426
1426
1426
1426
1451
1451
1451
1451
778
1410
1349
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8/7/2016
8/7/2016
8/7/2016
8/7/2016
8/8/2016
8/9/2016
8/10/2016
8/14/2016
8/14/2016
8/14/2016
8/14/2016
8/14/2016
8/15/2016
8/16/2016
8/17/2016
8/17/2016
8/21/2016
8/21/2016
8/21/2016
8/21/2016
8/21/2016
8/22/2016
8/23/2016
8/24/2016
8/24/2016
8/28/2016
8/28/2016
8/28/2016
8/28/2016
8/28/2016
8/29/2016
8/30/2016
8/31/2016
8/31/2016
9/4/2016
9/4/2016
9/4/2016
9/4/2016
9/5/2016
9/6/2016
9/7/2016
9/7/2016
9/11/2016
9/11/2016
9/11/2016
9/11/2016
9/11/2016
9/12/2016
9/13/2016
9/14/2016
9/14/2016
9/18/2016
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08:59:30
10:08:31
12:03:45
21:01:18
09:00:57
03:59:24
09:02:38
08:01:14
09:00:21
09:59:21
12:02:35
21:01:49
09:01:51
04:00:27
03:59:52
13:01:06
08:01:37
09:03:02
10:00:26
12:00:56
21:02:00
09:01:44
04:00:39
03:59:40
13:03:33
07:59:28
09:01:05
09:59:39
12:06:42
21:02:17
09:00:01
04:01:17
04:00:00
13:01:19
08:00:41
09:02:00
10:01:29
12:02:14
09:01:57
04:01:28
04:02:10
13:01:11
08:00:11
09:00:24
10:02:07
12:03:32
21:03:10
09:02:09
03:59:53
04:00:23
12:59:50
08:03:18

A Way With Words
America's Test Kitchen
Legislative Gazette
Making Contact
On The Money
A Way With Words
On The Money
The Best Of Our Knowledge
A Way With Words
America's Test Kitchen
Legislative Gazette
Making Contact
On The Money
A Way With Words
On The Money
51%
The Best Of Our Knowledge
A Way With Words
America's Test Kitchen
Legislative Gazette
Making Contact
On The Money
A Way With Words
On The Money
51%
The Best Of Our Knowledge
A Way With Words
America's Test Kitchen
Legislative Gazette
Making Contact
On The Money
A Way With Words
On The Money
51%
The Best Of Our Knowledge
A Way With Words
America's Test Kitchen
Legislative Gazette
On The Money
A Way With Words
On The Money
51%
The Best Of Our Knowledge
A Way With Words
America's Test Kitchen
Legislative Gazette
Making Contact
On The Money
A Way With Words
On The Money
51%
The Best Of Our Knowledge

1452
522
1631
30-16
779
1452
779
1350
1427
523
1632
31-16
780
1427
780
1412
1351
1428
416
1633
32-16
781
1428
781
1413
1352
1429
524
1634
34-16
782
1429
782
1414
1352
1430
525
1634
783
1430
783
1414
1354
1431
332
1636
35-16
784
1431
784
1414
1355
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9/18/2016
9/18/2016
9/18/2016
9/18/2016
9/20/2016
9/21/2016
9/25/2016
9/25/2016
9/25/2016
9/25/2016
9/25/2016
9/26/2016
9/27/2016
9/28/2016
9/28/2016
9/29/2016
9/29/2016
9/30/2016
9/30/2016
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08:59:54
10:03:07
12:02:30
21:02:09
03:59:35
13:02:10
08:04:21
09:02:02
10:01:20
12:04:23
21:00:26
09:01:00
04:00:05
04:02:14
13:01:27
04:00:05
13:01:01
04:02:12
12:59:23

A Way With Words
America's Test Kitchen
Legislative Gazette
Making Contact
A Way With Words
51%
The Best Of Our Knowledge
A Way With Words
America's Test Kitchen
Legislative Gazette
Making Contact
On The Money
A Way With Words
On The Money
51%
On The Money
51%
On The Money
51%

1432
526
1637
36-16
1432
1416
1356
1434
527
1638
37-16
786
1434
786
1416
786
1416
787
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